Week 2 - Tuesday  
Sponsor Meeting  
Sprint 6  
Start: 5:00pm  
End: 6:00pm  
● Review Agenda  
  ○ Review Risk Doc  
    ■ Not much to mention.  
  ○ Updated Project Plan  
    ■ Added delivery dates.  
  ○ Sprint Progress  
    ■ Stories completed/in progress  
  ○ Mobile/Push-notification mock ups.  
    ■ Flow of screens on how the notifications would be accessed/shown.  
    ■ Plan on adding a sort of “share” function via email that would send a pre-made email that would be sent to the MSP so they in turn can send it to their customer.  
    ■ Datto doesn’t have all end user data.  
      ● MSP can supply their emails, but not end client.  
      ● Having end user info is really the MSPs responsibility so they’d send it out on their own.  
    ■ Chris almost has the iOS developer account ready to go sometime tomorrow.  
  ○ Mapping Weather to Devices  
    ■ Directly calling NOAA - more applicable for the risk generation due to the weather advisories.  
    ■ Easier for the team to take and break down the ATOM info and determine what we need.  
    ■ Better option over options like HamWeather where the data requires a high amount calls.  
    ■ With pulling all the advisories, its a lot more efficient.  
    ■ This leads to work on the risk algorithm development and research.  
      ● Chris uses NOAA for anything weather-related, so he’s happy and familiar with the info returned.  
  ○ Questions?  
    ■ None from the team.  
    ■ None from the sponsors.